The Invention Story

In 1988, Australian inventor Wayne Devine was struck by the fact that conventional playground equipment did not cater for children with disabilities. His heart sank as he watched able-bodied children laughing and enjoying the playground swings in his local park, whilst a child in a wheelchair looked on with envy. It was at that time that Wayne had the original idea of developing a swing for children in wheelchairs – a dream that took him 13 years to realise.

The Developed Product

The Liberty Swing is a highly engineered product delivering universal quality control and reliability. The product was developed from the ground up with public use in mind. The Swing ideally suits being located in high traffic playground areas and because of its colours, proportion and purpose it almost becomes a feature in its own right. Its inventive design allows the swing to blend in perfectly with other playground equipment, allowing its intended users to enjoy a simple ride without being singled out as "someone special".

There are many key reasons why the Liberty Swing should be considered as a main stream piece of equipment for any municipality, park or caring environment.

• Safe and easy to use
• Meets standards and safety requirements
• Will stand up to the rigours of an outdoor children’s playground
• Securely locked when not in use
• Australian design and manufacture
• Worldwide distribution

The Service

The Liberty Swing can either be ordered fully installed – this includes site inspection, engineering, erection of both swing and fencing plus landscaping and commissioning – or delivered flat worldwide for international clients.

Our engineers, manufacturing partners and landscape consultants are available to provide information on how to maximise the benefits of the Liberty Swing.

The Next Step

An informative CD and video is available upon request. For more information contact Diane James.